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Abstract

In order to meet the need of book management in smart library and achieve the
positioning of perception node for book position, ZigBee wireless smart network
technology is adopted to achieve the information interaction of book information and
book management, and RFID technology is used to provide communication perception
platform for monitoring book node. Least square method and RSSI (Received signal
strength indication) are used to achieve the optimized 3d positioning for book node. The
simulation result shows that the amount of calculation for the algorithm is small, whose
positioning accuracy reaches 1.21%.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of RFID and ZigBEE wireless sensor network group
technology and calculation of route, low-consumption and low-cost multiple-function
sensor node and route technology are applied in many fields [1-4], including smart group
network, smart industry, military investigation, mine check, and medical supervision and
so on. Due to the proposal of industrial 4.0 technologies, large data cloud computing and
loT technology based on wireless sensor network technology become the essential trend
for the development of smart network in the future. In smart network, rapidly and
accurately confirming the position of sensor node in the network and acquiring the senor
data are the core problems of group network check technology [5-6].
The thesis designs book management system platform based on RFID and ZigBee
wireless positioning system; transforms the positioning problem of sensor node to
optimization problem; adopts least square method to solve the optimization to improve
the efficiency of library management system and reduce the time-delay for book search
and management, laying theoretical foundation and practical experience for the follow-up
smart library.

2. General Plan Design
Library management platform is the comprehensive system which collects the
functions of information sensor, dynamic decision-making and planning, and behavior
execution. In the process of library management, the monitoring site in the complicated
conditions---book node is often browsed and moved by readers, so the node information
of monitoring site is changeable continuously. Smart optimizing calculation [7, 8] should
be used to acquire the perception information of monitoring site.
The book positioning and perception system designed in this thesis mainly includes
ZigBee wireless module, RFID sensor module, extension interface, and electrical source
management module. Its structure is as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Structure of Book Positioning and Perception System
Considering the low-power dissipation requirement of system platform, we select
MSP430F2618 SCM and CC2430 of node radio frequency chip from TI company, which
support 2.4GHz EEE802.15.4/ZigBee protocal. It uses wireless sensor network to percept
its own space position, and it uses the label produced by Philips to store book information
and to achieve the assistant positioning and searching operation of wireless network.

3. Hardware Design
The system includes three parts. In order to meet the requirements of low power
dissipation and environment of library, wiring for a large scale cannot be used. Various
nodes should be distributed. Major function modules include 1) RFID module including
reader and signal processing circuit, 2) ZigBee module including the data collection for
sensor output module and communication with MSP430 SEM, and 3) ZigBee node group
network module.
In order to achieve the accurate positioning of book perception node, the method of
combination of ZigBee terminal and RFID reader can be adopted. It uses the principal and
subordinate method of combination of terminal node and route node to shape the wireless
network. The network structure is as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Structure of Wireless Network
CC2530 is a true system solution plan on the chip. CC2530 has been improved a lot
than CC2430 in internal memory, size, and EF function. The EF function of this chip is
better, whose flash memory volume doubles with smaller package size and more support
protocols. The outdoor longest transmission distance of the designed sensor node on the
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basis of this chip reaches 400M, which completely complies with the test requirement
within the greenhouse. CC2530 can transform running mode according to different needs,
letting it adapt to the low power dissipation system such as test of temperature and
humidity of greenhouse. As the integrated circuit in the CC2530 chip is comprehensive,
periphery circuit is relatively simple. CC2530 periphery circuit is as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. CC2530 Periphery Circuit Diagram

4. Design of Book Positioning and Perception Node Software
Design of book positioning and perception node software includes data collection and
signal processing procedure, serial interface communication procedure, and ZigBee
protocol stack procedure. Module design includes initial module, data collection module,
and digital filtration module and so on. The core part is the achievement of ZigBee
network node software design and positioning calculation.

Figure 4. Flow Chart of Terminal Node Software
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After the coordinator node energizes, first initialize the hardware and protocol stack,
search information channel and assess free information channel, and select information
channel and establish ZigBee network. When a node applies to join in the network, it is
allowed to join and it will be distributed a 16-site short network site. Wait the order for
collecting the data. Then send the received all of data to PC through serial interface
communication to prepare for data analysis and data storage. The flow chart of
coordinator node software is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Flow Chart of Coordinator Node Software
Initiation includes electric initiation on the sensor and wireless chip distributed ID.
ZigBee is connected with PC with the help of Ethernet, which is monitored and controlled
by PC. The processor CC2430 of perception and positioning system is connected with
upper monitor software with the help of expanded Ethernet, which sends the collected
positioning data to user interface. Therefore, books in the library can be positioned and
managed conveniently.

5. Calculation of Book Positioning
The distance measurement technology based on RSSI uses the principle that wireless
signal reduces regularly with the increasing of the distance to measure the distance
between nodes. The relationship between RSSI and d can be signed as:
R S S I   (1 0 n lg d  A )

(1)

In the formula, n represents signal transmission constant, which is also called
transmission constant; d is the distance between signal and sender; A represents the
signal strength when it keeps a distance of 1 meter with the sender. The accuracy of
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distance measurement is obviously affected by the practical value of n and A . n
describes the parameter that signal strength reduces gradually with the increasing of
distance, and the value of n rests on concrete environment. In order to get the optimized
value of n , all of the nodes for reference could be put first, and then try to use different
values of n _ I n d e x to find the best value of n for this concrete environment.
The calculation of the thesis is the solution to the problem of book perception node
positioning, which processes the information of received signal strength according to
Gaussian distribution data processing principle; selects suitable routine to position;
designs the target function for positioning; uses the stationary node on the bookshelf to
percept and position; transforms the positioning problem into optimization problem; and
uses optimization calculation to provide the position of book perception node at the least
value of error of system positioning.
The coordinate of the stationary node is got by the positioning of CC2430 and RFID
stationary point reader. If there were N nodes in the sensor network with n unknown
nodes and m known-position nodes, the strength volume of undetermined label for n AP
nodes are:
P  [ A P1

A P2

...

(2)

A Pn ]

Its corresponding coordinate is
X  [X1

X i  [ X i1

X i2

...

X

2

...

(3)

Xn]

X ik ] Represents k dimensional space. In this thesis, k  3 .

According to the coordinate of stationary nodes, RSSS is used to measure the
coordinate of book perception node
Xˆ  [ Xˆ 1

Xˆ 2

...

Xˆ n ]

(4)

According to formula (4), the Euclidean distance of the undetermined node and datum
node are
n

Et 



2
( X i  Xˆ it ) , t  1, 2 , 3

(5)

i 1

It is known from formula (1) that if RSSI value between datum node and blind node is
known, the distance between two nodes can be estimated. However, there might be
different signal disturbance under different environments, so adopting RSSI value
between nodes must have deviation. At the moment, the measured distance can be
corrected by using traditional least square method in accordance with the special
environment [8]. In this way, the corrected distance can be got, and then the coordinate of
the blind node can be estimated accurately. The concrete steps are as follows:
(1) According to the situation that books are put, adopt the method of rectangle
positioning to conserve the coordinates of stationary node ( x i , y i , z i )
(2) According to formula (5), the distance between undetermined book perception node
and stationary node can be counted;
(3) The relationship between practical distance X i and estimated distance Xˆ i can be
got with the help of least square method. The fitted relationship is Xˆ i  a X i  b ;
(4) Least square estimated value is got
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If the value is the smallest, the fitted value of a and b are got;
(5) With the help of fitted relationship, the coordinates of Xˆ of the undetermined
book perception node can be counted.

6. Simulation Research
The calculations for wireless sensor network node positioning mainly include the
calculation based on distance measurement and non-distance measurement calculation.
The common calculations of distance measurement include RSSI, TOA, TDOA, and
AOA and so on [9]. The thesis adopts RSSI and least square method to conduct
positioning experiment to book node.
The experiment distributes stationary nodes in the experiment space in accordance with
rectangle form. Each stationary node includes 3d coordinates. In the experiment, a series
of bookshelves are selected to be positioning experiment nodes. The 3d coordinates of the
stationary nodes are set as (1 0 , 2 .5 , 2 ) , (1 0 , 2 .5 , 0 .5 ) , (1 0 , 4 , 2 ) , (1 0 , 4 , 0 .5 ) .

Figure 6. Result of Positioning Simulation
In Figure 6, “+” is the optimized book perception coordinate; “o” is the real coordinate;
“*” is the coordinate of RFID readers of the stationary nodes. The deviation formula is
used to assess the deviation between the optimized coordinate and real coordinate. The
deviation is 1.21%, which completely meets the deviation need of book monitoring.

7. Conclusions
The thesis uses ZigBee wireless sensor network and module group network thought to
design and develop the book positioning and perception system, whose maintenance is
strong, shortening the period for development. Meanwhile, the thesis uses least square
method to optimize and correct RSSI positioning calculation, reducing the signal
interference in the monitoring of nodes. Simulation and experiment results show that
various sensor nodes can transmit data rapidly and accurately with high reliability, which
achieves the intelligence of book management and raise the efficiency of book search.
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